
As The Cookies Crumble
Life Sciences Marketers and 

the End of Third-Party Cookies



But is the situation truly that dire? And how do these changes impact 

life sciences marketers? The following guide provides some answers.

of marketers believe their biggest 
challenge will be their inability to 
track the right data41%
of marketers predict a need to 
increase their spending by 5% to 
25% to reach the same goals as 202144%

of marketing experts plan on investing 
in email marketing software due to 
Google’s new policy23%What Apple started, Google has finished. The internet’s 

giants already make it easier for individuals to opt out of 

tracking. Now, Google has announced that they won’t support 

third-party cookies or develop alternatives that blindly track 

individuals when and where they browse, either.

Of course, businesses that rely on metrics and identifiers 

based on these cookies have issued the inevitable alarms. 

According to GetApp:



Not all cookies are going away.

First-party cookies remain, which means you can still track 

anyone who visits your sites, microsites, or landing pages. 

Build on that direct relationship and focus on these 

qualified, more receptive leads.

Takeaway – The loss of third-party cookies removes 

wide-scale, indiscriminate outreach but re-energizes a 

more personalized approach that’s more likely to 

generate sustainable results.



Relationships matter when 
consumers gain control. 

The companies that dominate advertising and outreach across 

the internet have other means to track traffic, such as browser 

fingerprinting. However, consumers continue to demand the 

ability to opt in rather than opt out. In short, outreach recipients 

need solid reasons to establish a relationship with your organization 

before enabling access to their personal information.

Takeaway – Life sciences marketers have a unique advantage 

because they deliver powerful, life-changing information for 

payers, providers, and patients. Honest delivery of high-value 

content helps build trust, which in turn generates stable 

long-term relationships. The right up-front investment delivers 

exceptional long-term benefits for everyone.



Flock to FLoC. 

According to Google, FLoC delivers at least 95% of the 

conversions per dollar spent compared to cookie-based 

advertising. FLoC protects privacy by creating lookalike audiences 

using pooled data and artificial intelligence (AI). Individuals 

recognize ads and outreach based on their interests and initiate 

a more direct connection in response.

Takeaway – FloC is a proven technology that links privacy with 

individual connection, replacing unauthenticated user identity 

with people-based identity. As such, it represents a post-cookie 

world with more effective online marketing, not less.



This isn’t news.  

Privacy actions ranging from the macro (CCPA, GDPR) to the 

personal (96% of iOS users opting out of tracking) mean that the 

industry has had time to adjust. Now, dedicated vendors have 

developed experience with new tools that support highly 

specialized sectors such as life sciences.

Takeaway – Alternate tools such as FLoC and best practices for 

life sciences already exist to ensure accurate marketing outreach. 

Life sciences companies need to invest in these new approaches 

to align with consumer expectations.



The right partner 
accelerates the transition. 

Life sciences marketers have benefitted by learning from other 

industries. Up to this point, there hasn’t been a huge first-mover 

advantage. But the time to make the transition to a post-cookie 

platform is now, and laggards will rapidly lose effectiveness 

compared to their peers.

Takeaway – With cookies or without, the right ecosystem 

streamlines the delivery and effectiveness of online marketing. 

Life sciences marketers can move quickly and confidently into 

this new online world by allying with partners who have detailed 

outreach data, vetted identities, and robust delivery and metrics 

platforms that free teams to focus on content and message 

rather than the mechanics of the process.

HealthLink Dimensions combines the industry’s deepest provider 
outreach data and segmentation toolset with long-standing 

relationships across the programmatic landscape to help life sciences 
marketers move confidently into a cookie-less future. Find out how to 

turn provider outreach into long-term, highly productive ongoing 
relationships. Contact us today at 404.250.3900 to learn more.

https://healthlinkdimensions.com/life-sciences/healthlink-connect/programmatic/

